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Never before has there been a more important
time for organizations to make better decisions
based on fact-based analytics. The financial
crisis revealed the price of unreasoned assumptions, and today the same urgency applies to
organizations in every industry. Analytics at
Work describes how pioneering companies are
competing and thriving on analytics in a tough
global economy that won't tolerate intuition
and chance. At a time when organizations are
craving security in very unsecure times, data
and analytics will provide them with the
strong foundation and confidence they need
to excel with minimized risk.
In the wake of some spectacularly
bad, well-publicized business decisions—
from the subprime mortgage meltdown to the near collapse of the auto
industry—the time is ripe for a book
about decisions based on rational,
clear-headed analysis of dependable
data. In Analytics at Work: Smarter
Decisions, Better Results the authors,
Davenport, Harris and Robert Morison
reveal how any manager can effectively
deploy analytics in their day-to-day
operations—one business decision at a
time. They show how many types of
analytical tools can improve decisions
about everything from what new
product offering might interest customers to whether marketing dollars
are being most effectively deployed. And
it describes the elements a company
needs to establish a sustainable, robust,
enterprise-wide analytical capability.

Based on all-new research and illustrated with examples from companies
around the world including Humana,
Tesco, Air France/KLM, Best Buy,
Progressive Insurance, and Hotels.com,
this implementation-focused guide
outlines a five-step model for deploying
and succeeding with analytical initiatives. You’ll learn how to:
• Use data more effectively and glean
valuable analytical insights
• Manage and coordinate data, people,
and technology at an enterprise level
• Understand and support what
analytical leaders do
• Evaluate and choose realistic targets
for analytical activity
• Recruit, hire, and manage analytical
talent
Combining the science of quantitative
analysis with the art of sound reasoning,
Analytics at Work provides a roadmap
and tools for unleashing the potential
buried in your company’s data.
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Why the book is important
to Accenture
Competing on Analytics showed how
pioneering firms were building their
entire strategies around their analytical
capabilities. Rather than “going with
their gut” when pricing products,
maintaining inventory, or hiring talent,
managers in these firms use data,
analysis, and systematic reasoning to
make decisions that improve efficiency,
risk-management, and profits. While
Competing on Analytics is about the
earliest, most aggressive analytical
competitors, Analytics at Work is aimed
at a much broader audience. It speaks
to employees across their organizations
who want to know where they stand
now and what they need to do to
become more analytical over time. By
providing frameworks, assessment
tools, examples and insights, the book
is a pragmatic guide to becoming an
analytical competitor over time.
This is the first Accenture book to
appeal to the broad audience of
Accenture clients who would like their
companies to become more analytical,
but lack the capability, the culture,
or the frameworks to determine what
their first steps should be. The new book
builds upon the success of Davenport
and Harris’s 2007 book, Competing
on Analytics: The New Science of
Winning which was the first book to
link information and technology to
Accenture’s high performance business
research. The book also features an
analytical maturity model that Accenture
will use as a diagnostic tool to assess
an organization’s analytical capability.
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Case Example: Progressive
Insurance
People who don’t pay their bills on
time are also more likely to plow their
cars into a guardrail.
No one quite knows why, but to a surprising degree, financial irresponsibility
predicts reckless driving. Progressive
Insurance leapt ahead of its competitors
in 1996 when it became the first to
use this rather surprising data to make
better decisions about which plans to
offer to which customers. By using
customers’ credit reports as an input to
its automobile insurance underwriting,
the company assessed a more precise
level of risk and priced insurance plans
competitively.
Inevitably, competitors eventually
adopted the practice themselves; after
all, credit scores are commercially
available to any firm in the insurance
industry. But it took some firms at least
four years to catch on. Competitive
secrets don’t stay secret for long.
Nevertheless, Progressive kept innovating, proving that even if you’re using
industry-standard data and your competitors have latched onto the idea,
there’s still a way to be differentiated
with your data. By constantly looking
for new, better ways to use data and
make decisions, Progressive Insurance
refuses to rest on its analytical laurels.
Companies like Progressive who have
built their corporate culture around
analytics gain a palpable competitive
advantage. But any company, regardless
of its current analytical capability, can
take steps toward becoming analytical.
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Q&A
Who is the audience for this book?
While the authors do advocate competing on analytics as the best route
toward a company’s success, they
acknowledge that many companies are
simply not ready to become aggressive
analytical competitors. Perhaps an
organization’s main focus is, for example,
product innovation or customer relations. Regardless of the company’s
current analytical capabilities, the
book guides readers through an incremental—but flexible—process toward
becoming analytical. This book is for
any company interested in achieving
greater analytical maturity. Target
audiences include:
• C-suite and other executives in
every industry or function who
want to improve their organization’s
analytical capabilities.
• CIOs, IT Professionals and those who
work in information management,
analytics, business intelligence,
performance management or
knowledge management.
• Executives and managers who want
to make better decisions based
upon analytically-based insights.

Where do analytics apply in an
organization?
Analytics can help to transform just
about any part of your business or
organization:
1. Customer relationships use analytics
to segment their customers and identify their best ones. They analyze
data to understand customer behaviors,
predict their customers’ wants and
needs, and offer fitting products and
promotions. They price products for
maximum profitability at levels that
they know their customers will pay.
Finally, they identify the customers at
greatest risk of attrition and intervene
to try to keep them.
2. Supply chain and operations
optimize inventory levels and delivery
routes, for example. They also segment
their inventory items by cost and
velocity, build key facilities in the
best locations, and ensure that the
right products are available in the
right quantities.
3. Human resources, a traditionally
intuitive domain, increasingly uses
analytics in hiring and employee
retention. Just as sports teams analyze
data to pick and keep the best players,
firms are using analytical criteria to
select valuable employees and identify
those who are most likely to depart.
4. Finance and accounting: Instead
of just putting financial and nonfinancial
metrics on scorecards, leading firms
are using analytics to determine which
factors truly drive financial performance.
In this era of instability, financial
and other firms are using analytics to
monitor and reduce risk.
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Don’t managers already use data
and analytics?
Despite the massive amounts of data
that companies have at their fingertips,
few companies know how to make
smart decisions using analytics. Even
fewer succeed at connecting information with decision-making. Instead of
basing important decisions on facts,
too many managers rely on their
intuition, their experience, anecdotal
evidence, or just plain “gut.”
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What’s inside the book

Table of Contents

Part One describes what it takes to
get any significant business analytics
initiative underway. Five factors are
required, which the authors group
under the handy acronym DELTA (the
Greek letter that signifies “change”
in an equation):

Chapter 1
What it Means to be Analytical

• D for accessible, high-quality data
• E for an enterprise orientation
• L for analytical leadership
• T for strategic targets
• A for analytical talent
Finally, each chapter in Part One
ends with a pragmatic framework to
help companies to determine where
they stand in the five-stage analytical
maturity model (first introduced in
Competing on Analytics) and to realize
what they have to do to progress to
the next level.
Part Two explains what a company
must do to stay analytical regardless
of changes in the world or changes
in leadership. It describes what it
takes to institutionalize and sustain
an analytical culture. The section ends
with a discussion of the analytical
journey and how analytics are and
will continue to transform business.
The Appendix offers a final discussion
of the DELTA elements along with a
comprehensive chart that pulls all five
elements into the five-stage analytical
maturity model.

Part I: The Analytical DELTA
(A framework to build the capabilities
managers need to succeed with analytics.)
Chapter 2
Data: The Prerequisite for Everything
Analytical
Chapter 3
Enterprise: Integrating across
organizational silos
Chapter 4
Leadership: The Deciding DELTA Factor
Chapter 5
Targeting: Picking your spots for analytics
Chapter 6
Analysts: Managing scarce and
valuable talent

Part II: Staying Analytical
(How organizations sustain and develop
their analytical capabilities)
Chapter 7
Embed Analytics in Business Processes
Chapter 8
Build an Analytical Culture
Chapter 9
Review Your Business Comprehensively
Chapter 10
The Analytical Journey: Meeting
Challenges Along the Way
Chapter 11
Toward More Analytical Decisions
and Better Results
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Accenture is a global management
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outsourcing company. Combining
unparalleled experience, comprehensive
capabilities across all industries and
business functions, and extensive
research on the world’s most successful
companies, Accenture collaborates
with clients to help them become highperformance businesses and governments. With approximately 177,000
people serving clients in more than
120 countries, the company generated
net revenues of US$21.58 billion for
the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 2009. Its
home page is www.accenture.com.
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